SERVICE TEST Video chats

safe sights
How well do Zoom & Co. really perform in terms of security and usability? The well-tried
team-up of connect and umlaut have examined eight popular video chat applications.

V

families. On top, abstaining from
too frequent business travelling can
help to reduce the impact on the
environment.

Eight video chat applications
on the security test bed
But for online meetings and discus
sions there is an important require
ment: What is negotiated or re
viewed in the virtual conference or
living room, must stay behind
“closed doors“. For this reason, in

conducting this service test we have
put a particular focus on security in
addition to features and usability.
Our testing partner umlaut has
analyzed eight selected, freely usab
le video chat platforms in extensive
security examinations. On the fol
lowing pages, you can read how the
tested 
Windows desktop applica
tions have performed in detail – and
where you can thus hold your online
conferences comfortably and secu
rely. 		
Joachim Bley

The free video conferencing offer already includes a lot of extras.
But meanwhile, Cisco has discarded unlimited meetings.
The business-oriented video con
ferencing solutions of the American
network specialist are playing second
fiddle compared to Microsoft Teams or
Zoom among German users. But why is
that so? It can hardly be the proposition
of features. The free package already
allows participating in a conference via
phone or the local recording of chats or
conferences. During the video meetings, several features support online
collaboration. This includes a whiteboard as well as commenting and
markup functions for shared files.
Above that, in addition to the complete
contents of a participant‘s screen, spe
cific application windows can be shared
with the other attendees. Only one click
will be enough to mute all other participants in webinar style. Conference hosts
who want to set up rights and roles for
the chats and meetings, find the according options and much more in the

web area which is mandatory anyway.
However, the recently introduced
limitation of free video chats to a dura
tion of not more than 50 minutes leads
to a deduction of points in our score.
All in all, the testers liked the handling
of the platform. The classic user interface of the Windows desktop app offers
the required orientation with its pull-down
menus. Only the permanently „crossed
out“ icons for microphone and camera
need a little getting-used-to at first. But
alltogether, most users should come to
terms with the software right from the
start. We also liked the variable layout
of windows during the video chats and
the ideal planning options for meetings
including links to calenders such as
those of Outlook and Google.
umlaut‘s security experts identified
some vulnerabilites in the protection of
local data. But all in all, the security of
Webex was acceptable.

cisco Webex Meetings (free)
• Strong source code protection
• Professional focus
• Ideal planning of meetings with
good calendar integration
• Additional settings via web
access
• Good features including
comment/markup functions
• Recording of meetings
• Participation via phone with
domestic dial-in number
• Room for optimizations regarding
data protection
• Limitation to 50 minutes
• Simple chat without file transfer
• Guest registration only via e-mail
verdict: 

good (828 Points)

The name says it all
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ideo conferences have pro
ven their worth in the crisis
both on a business as well
as on a personal level. It is
reasonable to expect that Skype,

Teams, Zoom and similar platforms
will maintain or even increase their
significance for the digital exchange
of video and audio in the near future.
After all, expanding home office
work and online meetings promise
more time to commuters annoyed by
stress and traffic jams – and to their

Respectable alternative

Well suited for regular video conferences. But regrettably, the advantages
of the desktop application are only made available in the paid subscription.
GoToMeeting is also available as a
free version. It focuses on operation in
the Chromium browser or via a mobile
app. Users of these can easily conduct
video meetings with up to four participants and a maximum duration of
40 minutes. The free version can be
activated when the functionally unlimited
testing phase of two weeks has expired.
Interested parties have to compulsorily
register on the provider‘s web page.
However, this registration does not
require entering a credit card number
or other payment options.
However, the permanent use of the
Windows desktop application requires
a paid subscription. With this, the limi
tations mentioned above not to apply
and alltogether this alternative offers
considerably more features. The fee is
only due for the organizer of the con
ferences. Invided participants do not
have to pay for the meetings and for
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using the desktop application. Its user
interface is well layed-out. P
 lanning a
meeting and the operation during a
conference work instantly.
E xtras such as personal meeting
spaces with a permanent link for regular
virtual meetings or the option to hand
over mouse and keyboard control to any
attendee emphasize the business focus
of this solution.
In the security evaluations, GoTo
Meeting scored very well. However,
umlaut identified room for improvement
in the area of Authentification and
Access Control. On the other hand,
regarding Data Traffic Protection and
the safeguarding of the users‘ identity,
the desktop app achieved the best
results among all tested candidates.
So, the fees are the only hurdle
opposing extensive video chats in
larger groups via this versatible
conferencing platform.

Gotomeeting
business
• Best protection in the classes of
Data Traffic and Identity in test
• Professional focus
• Well layed-out user interface
• Separate windows for parti
cipants and shared contents
supported
• Technically mature meeting setup
• Handover of mouse / keyboard
control
• Recording of chats and meetings
• Authentification/Access Control
should be improved
• Desktop application only
availabe in paid versions
• Simple chat without file transfers
verdict: 

good (838 Points)
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Versatile video chat tool box

For two-party conferences

The open source community currently scores high with the browser-based Jitsi Meet.
In order to ensure comparability, our test still focused on the desktop solution.

The mobile messenger borrows heavily from WhatsApp and
Skype. Video chats are limited to two participants up to now.

The Jitsi project combines several
s olutions for VoIP telephony, instant
messaging and Video conferencing.
Users interested in utilizing the original,
Java based desktop application have
to register with a chat service such as
Jabber (www.jabber.de) and deposit the
according credentials within the Jitsi
app. This applies both to the host and all
participants. However, it is not neces
sary to disclose personal data for this.
Installation and first setup turn out to
be a little more complicated, given that
part of this process is creating a new
contact list. Once this is accomplished,
ad hoc conferences can be very easily
set up – just by a call, similar to Viber.
Still, the desktop version could not
ultimately convince the testers: Overlapping windows and a rocky interaction
between chat, video and shared screen
contents made the operation difficult.
The security experts discovered various

vulnerabilities, especially regarding
authentification, source code protection
and the safeguarding of transmitted
data. The security of the conferences
themselves was assessed as good.
However, users looking for a modern,
captivatingly simple and considerably
easier to use open-source alternative
are still served by this community:
Jitsi Meet enables instant video con
ferences according to the WebRTC
standard directly via the Chromium
browser or via a smartphone app. The
right place on the web to look for this is
https://meet.jit.si. Here, entering and
sharing a freely selectable conference
name and an optional password are
sufficient. As in Blizz, a prior registration
is neither necessary for the meeting host
nor for the participants. And: With a little
knowhow about Linux and with suffi
cient ressources, Jitsi Meet can even
be installed on one‘s own server.
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• Robust protection of video
conferencing functions
• Open source, ad-free desktop
application
• Simple invitation procedure
• Audio recording
• File transfer via chat service
• Multiple chat rooms
• Overall not state-of-the-art
security technology
• Registration of all participants
required
• Not compatible with Jitsi Meet
• Hardly suitable for online
collaboration
• Somewhat cumbersome operation
verdict: – satisf. (672 Points)

determined in our practical tests. The chat
area below the video presentation can be
adjusted in height. The user interface
delivers the necessary orientation – even
if some options can be accessed several
ways, and the ad inserts in one corner of
the screen are somewhat distracting. We
had to deduce some handling points for
the meagre online help, which was also
mostly available in English language only.
On the other hand, file exchange via
drag and drop is implemented convin
cingly. Photos can be shared with a
reduced, smartphone-aware file size.
Above that, it is possible to send voice
messages via the chat function. Similar
to Skype, the included VoIP service even
supports calls into the fixed-line phone
network – with costs.
The security experts identified potential
for improvments in the areas of Authen
fication/Access Control and Local Data
Protection among others.

Rakuten ViBER
• Good protection against
identity fraud
• Smartphone-oriented
WhatsApp alternative
• Simple establishing of contacts
• C onvenient file sharing
• A mple-featured chat service
• Transfer of video calls between
computer and smartphone
• Some aspects of the security
test in need of improvement
• Registration of all parties via app
with their cell phone numbers
• Only two attendees in video chats
• A lmost no collaboration functions
• Ad inserts
verdict:  satisf. (726 Points)

Team spirit first

Ambitious classic

With an impressive feature set and conclusive security, the free Microsoft Teams is also a good choice
for private video chats. However, for beginners the first steps could be a little more intuitive.

Skype woos for private users by offering free video meetings with unlimited duration and many extras.
Even if the user interface did not totally convince the testers, the prospects of success are good here.

This powerful collaboration platform is
targeted at enterprise needs. It is great
that Microsoft also offers it to support
video chats in private environments to
both hosts and participants. But it gets
even better: Other than with Webex or
Zoom, there is currently no limitation of
the duration of a conference.
Users who are employing the tool in
their work environments, will get along
with it instantly. Others have to give some
attention to the setup, including sending
(partially english-language only) invites to
friends to join the “organization“, structure them into teams and assign them to
“channels“. Subsequently, the latter is
the basis for communication. At the time
of testing, the stock-phrased invitation
e-mails lacked time and date details.
On the other hand, present attendees
can conveniently and spontaneously
engage in a video conference via the
permanently available chat function.
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Jitsi Desktop

In this case, there is no way to avoid
the disclosure of personal data such
as the cell phone number during regis
tration. This even applies to users who
only want to install Viber‘s desktop
application on their Windows notebook.
As part of the initial setup – which also
gets more complex this way – Viber
demands full access to the smartphone‘s
contact list.
Disregarding the downsides of this, it
also offers one advantage: The imported
contact list makes it very easy to set up
a video call within the Viber community.
But using the offering as a large-scale
video conferencing solution is barred
by the limitation to only two participants
and the abstinence from offering a more
powerful subscription option. In audio
meetings, up to five participants can
join, in chats up to 250.
The screen layout in the video calls was
equally convincing as was the sound quality

Usually, all participants log in via their
 icrosoft accounts. Non-registered
M
guests can still be included in an ongoing
conference, but have to do without the
chat function.
All in all, using the desktop app works
flawlessly, its considerable amount of
features notwithstanding. The decently
designed, feasible user interface offers
useful e
 xtras for online collaboration
among other functions. For example,
participants can control shared applications on another attendee‘s screen or
spring into action together via the virtual
whiteboard. In combination with a
Microsoft 365 subscription (formerly
Office 365), even more is possible.
So the feature set is top notch, and
all in all M
 icrosoft Team is a very good
choice. This is confirmed by the security
tests where Microsoft – much the same
as in the overall assessment – competently ranks on the second place.

Microsoft Teams
• E xcellent overall result in the
security test
• Business-class free video chats
without time limitations
• Wide platform support
• Most complete features in the test
• 10 GB cloud storage for file
sharing and file transfers
• Remote control of shared
applications possible
• Permanently avaible chat
• Integration with Microsoft 365
• No recording of meetings and
no phone dial-in in free package
• Setup and operation somewhat
demanding at first
verdict: very good (859 Points)

The versatile communication platform
unifies VoIP telephony, instant messaging and video chats. Skype can count
on a huge community of an estimated
1.6 billion registered users worldwide
and is available on almost any communication device including smartphones
via app and computers via app or web
browser. Users who want to organize
video conferences via the desktop app
(which is considered here) have to log in
via a Microsoft account. Benefit over
the free versions of Webex und Zoom:
Currently, up to 50 users can spend time
together in a video chat here.
Guests, who are not enrolled in Skype,
receive an access link for participation
via classic e-mail and can join too this
way. However, it is not possible to dial in
to the conferences via a fixed-line phone.
But still, the good feature set, complemented by many extras, defines the
strengths of this communication classic.

Among others, participants can share
files via the cloud storage service One
Drive or directly send documents and
photos via the chat function with file sizes
up to 300 MB. It is also possible to blur
the video background or replace it with
a user-defined photo.
Still, the user interface is to some extent lacking a clear structure which
would facilitate better orientation for
beginners. Some functions are a little
hidden or not clearly named – for
example, the “hamburger menu“ icon
partly minimizes windows. Still, the
basic operation of video chats is easy –
as required in our test catalogues.
The security checks discovered that
the program code is not quite as well
protected as we would have wished for.
But when is comes to protecting the
actual video conferences, Skype – such
as elsewise only Zoom – was able to
thoroughly fulfill all our requirements.
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Skype
• S trong protection of the video
conferences in the security tests
• Widely spread
• Available on many platforms
• Free video chats with up to 50
participants and no time limit
• Many extras such as surveys,
live subtitles, photo creation
• Recording function for meetings
• C omprehensive online help
• Integrated VoIP service
• Source code protection capable
of development
• Somewhat confusing user interface
• ( Decent) ad inserts

verdict: 

good (832 Points)
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Free, simple and safe

SERVICE TEST

The supposed outsider deserves more attention. Why? Because Blizz
scores best in the areas of handling and security.
The remote access software of the
southern German Teamviewer AG is
probably well known to any IT expert or
leisure time administrator who has to
remotely eliminate computer problems
– if it is not even their daily tool. The
video chat application “Blizz by Teamviewer“ does not quite keep up with
this level of publicity and popularity yet.
Maybe this is also due to the not exactly
spectacular feature set of the free
version. But it clearly focuses on the
core of the matter, which is quite
appealing. Other than with Zoom or
Webex, the duration of the meetings is
not limited at all. However, if more than
five participants want to conduct a
video and audio chat under larger virtual
conditions, the can opt for a bigger
pay version.
Blizz does not seem to be particularly
prying as well. Neither host nor participants are required to register with the

service. A common meeting ID (but in
this case without a password) brings
all attendees together.
Equally easy as establishing a video
conference are the installation and
setup of the desktop a
 pplication for
Windows which is considered here.
The modest set of functions such as
switching the camera and microphone
on or off, sharing the screen contents or
using the chat feature, are absolutely
self-explanatory. This also proves that
instant video conferencing is not limited
to implementations via a web browser.
But not only in the area of handling,
Blizz collected the highest number of
points. The security assessments of our
test partner umlaut also produced this
insider‘s tipp as the overall winner.
Simply put: Users who want to hold
secure, free small-scale video chats
without many bells and whistles,
absolutely hit the mark with Blizz.

teamviewer
BLizz (Free)
• Highest security in the test
• Video meetings without time
limitations
• No registration necessary for
hosts and participants
• Simple setup of meetings
• Best handling in the test panel
• Dial-in via domestic fixed-line
number possible
• Limitation of video chat to max.
five participants (free version)
• Moderate feature set
• Planning meetings requires
registration
• No direct utilization via web
browser at the time of testing
verdict: 

good (826 Points)

Rightly number one
The overall winner of this test shines with its user friendliness in spite of its
ample feature set und additionally surprises with good security results.
Due to the recent (home office) isola
tion, the number of active users of the
US communication service is supposed
to have reached 300 million per day. In
the light of this success, partly wellfounded criticism about negligent data
protection and lax security practices
came along. Among other weaknesses,
meeting IDs could be easily guessed.
The good thing about this is that the
provider decided to absolutely focus
on these problems. Since the intro
duction of the version 5 of its service,
stronger password requirements and
virtual waiting rooms activated by
default hinder unauthorized access of
unwarranted guests and disquiters
(thus preventing “zoom bombing“).
Fortunately, the respectable results
of umlaut‘s security tests confirm this
positive development. When it came to
protecting the authentification, data traffic
and the video conferences themselves,
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Zoom scored highest within our test panel
and reached the third place in our security
ranking. Still, there remains some work to
be done in the area of Indentity Protection.
Otherwise, everything is fine. The wide
set of functions includes a number of
collaboration features. For example, the
moderator can hand over mouse and
keyboard control during desktop sharing
to other attendees. Shared contents
can be furnished with comments and
markups. A whiteboard further facilitates online teamwork. The only drawback
is that the free version limits video chats
of more than two persons to a duration
of 40 minutes at most. In spite of the
many possibilities, handling remains
easy. The clear user guidance, easy
planning of meetings and the appealing
video chat presentation including highlighting the a
 ctive speaker contribute to
this. With a well-balanced and strong performance, Zoom is the overall winner.

Zoom CLOUDMeetings Basic
• S trong protection in the classes
of Video Conference Security and
Data Traffic Protection
• Highest functionality in the test
• S traightforward planning of meetings with calendar integration
• User friendly interface with good
participant presentation
• Basic functions for online
collaboration
• Identity Protection still capable
of development according to test
• Time limitation for 3 or more participants of 40 mins (free version)
• Attendance via fixed-line phone
subject to costs
verdict: very good (865 Points)
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Details of the video chat security test

In times when face-to-face meetings
increasingly take place in front of the screens
at home, video chats are the realm, where
personal, sensitive information is exchanged at
an even higher rate. Is it all the more important
for business as well as private users that the
chosen video conference provider assigns a
high priority to security and handles the
entrusted data carefully.
This was the motivation and reason for
connect to comprehensively examine this
important topic. Toghether with our testing
partner umlaut, we thus have analyzed eight
well-renowned video conferencing platforms,
looking for vulnerabilities and usage risks.
In doing so, in order to ensure comparability,
we have concentrated on Windows desktop
applications.
Seven security experts of umlaut have
carefully examined all the check points
based on a pre-defined test catalogue and
verified the results in at least one additional
pass. Part of the subsequent evaluation was
categorizing the results in a multi-dimensional
„Common Vulnerability Scoring System“
(CVSS). The latter also considers aspects

„Recently, video conferences have become very popular, so that
companies were able to continue doing business. We have evaluated whether users have to expect risks when using the different
video chat solutions – and if yes, what kind of risks. The results revealed some weaknesses, which can however be quickly remedied.
Congratulations to Zoom as the overall winner and to Blizz, who
scored best in the security category of our comparison.“

such as the urgency as well as the damage
potential of discovered vulnerabilities. Based
on this risk classification, the providers can
derive priority lists and thus establish counter
measures as effectively as possible.
In order to not unnecessarily increase the
risks of potential attacks or criminal actions,
we have refrained from publishing detailled
descriptions of the identified vulnerabilities.
The time and effort invested by umlaut is
also documented by the breakdown of the
results into six different security classes,

which are designated as follows (score ratio
in brackets): Authentification/Access Control
(12%); Local Data Protection (14%), Identity
Protection (20%), Secure Code Practices (16%),
Video and Phone Conference Security (20%)
and Data Traffic Protection(18%).
The bar charts published below illustrate
how well the test candidates managed to fulfil
the requirements defined by umlaut for the six
security classes. Across all security classes,
Teamviewer Blizz showed the most convincing performance.

Authentification/
Access Control

Local Data
Protection

This security aspect focuses
on the protection of personal
data. For this purpose, umlaut
has verified the installation,
the assignment of user rights,
the local Windows memory
and the log files.
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This part is about the effectiveness of protecting access to
the respective service against
potential attacks. Among the
checked scenarios are identity
theft and app cloning as well
as tapping into session
information.

Hakan Ekmen, Managing Director umlaut

In this category, umlaut has
examined the safety of the
log-in process, the utilized
password policies, the pro
tection of the user name as well
as the reset procedure.
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Identity
Protection

Secure Code
Practices
umlaut analyzed the code of the
Windows applications in terms
of undesired program components, known vulnerabilities,
as well as the safeguarding
of sensitive functions and
information.

Video and Phone
Conference
Security

SERVICE TEST
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If the safety of eight video conference platforms is to be put under the microscope, there is a lot of work to be done. This is what our testing
partner umlaut carried out. Read all background information about our methodology and the comparison charts of the six categories.

This domain was dedicated to
the protection of the conference contents, the invitation
procedure as well as rights
and privacy settings, sharing
functions.

Data Traffic
Protection
The data traffic must adhere to
an extensive protection of all
transported information, employ
strong encryption algorithms
and protocols as well as use
secure server certificates.

connect.de 8/2020
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Conclusion

Joachim Bley,
connect author

The security of the examined video chat
desktop applications looks quite good –
other than originally suspected. Among
the winners of our comparison is the free
version of Blizz. In the disciplines of secu
rity and usability, this video chat offering of
Teamviewer AG achieves the highest
scores. Anyone looking for a considerably
better equipped, business-oriented

video conferencing solution with unlimited
meeting durations and also strong pro
tection, can opt for Microsoft Teams.
However, the overall win in our comparison is gained by Zoom, reaching the third
rank in our security evaluation as well as
offering the most convincing mix of a
broad feature set and top usability.
Still, it must be said that all candidates of

our test are still – more or less – short of
the ideal of a 100% security. Additionally,
as all providers are constantly adjusting
their popular communication services,
software tests can always only offer a
snap-shot. There is only one way to deal
with this: Looking closely over and over
again. And this is exactly what connect
plans to do from now on.

Video chat applications
Provider
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GoToMeeting Business

Jitsi Desktop

Microsoft Teams

Rakuten Viber

Skype

Teamviewer Blizz

free
40.2.14.19
good (250 Points)

ca. 20 Euros/Month3
10.9.1.17359
good (241 Points)

free
2.10.5550
satisfactory (214 Points)

free
1.3.00.12058
very good (266 Points)

free
13.0.0
satisfactory (202 Points)

free
8.59.0.77
very good (256 Points)

free
15.2.20039
satisfactory (210 Points)

Zoom Cloudmeetings Basic
free
5.0.2
very good (268 Points)
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Hand Signal, Comments and
Marking, Personal Meeting Space

Drawing Tools, Personal Meeting
Space, Disable Meeting

Open Source Platform

Hand Signal, Additional Features
with Microsoft 365

Live Subtitles, Surveys, Taking
Photos, Integrated VoIP Service

Disable Meeting, Mute all
Participants

Hand Signal, Save Chats,
Comments and Marking

Usability
max. 200
Use without registration
of host/of participants
Manuals/Support sideos/FAQ
Languages Online help
Installation and setup
Set up Video conference and invite participants
User interface
Security
max. 500
Authentification/Access Control
60
Local Data Protection
70
Identity Protection (Impersonation)
100
Secure Code Practices
80
Video and Phone Conference Security
100
Data Traffic Protection
90

good (170 Points)

very good (177 Points)

sufficient (108 Points)

good (165 Points)

Voice Messages in Chat; Emoticons, Hand over Video Calls to
other Devices (PC/Phone)
sufficient (120 Points)

good (168 Points)

very good (184 Points)

very good (173 Points)

Í/Å

Í/Å

Í/Í

Í/Å

Í /Í

Í /Å

Å/Å

Í/Å

Å/Å/Å

German
good
very good
good
good (408 Points)
40
50
86
62
88
82

Å/Å/Å
mostly German
good
very good
very good
good (420 Points)
34
68
96
52
80
90

limited
English
satisfactory
very good
satisfactory
satisfactory (350 Points)
26
54
80
34
90
66

Å/Å/Å
German
satisfactory
good
good
very good (428 Points)
46
70
90
46
96
80

limited
English/German
satisfactory
very good
good
good (404 Points)
26
60
90
58
90
80

Å/Å/Å
German
good
good
satisfactory
good (408 Points)
40
62
90
36
100
80

Å/Å/Å
German/English
very good
very good
very good
very good (432 Points)
44
70
90
66
76
86

Å/Å/Å
mostly German
good
very good
very good
good (424 Points)
44
66
80
48
100
86

VERDICT

max. 1000

828
good

838
good

672
satisfactory

859
very good

726
satisfactory

832
good

826
good

865
very good

Additional c

Test period: April to June, 2020. Errors and omissions excepted. 1 According to provider; 2 Automatic forwarding to web interface; 3 Host only, free for participants; 4 Jitsi Meet offers use via web browser as well as mobile apps;
5
Possible with paid Microsoft 365 subscription; 6 Downloading the Microsoft Whiteboard app is required; 7 Free user account required; 8 Time limit applies for 3 or more participants.
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TESTSIEGER
Best security
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Fees
Version Windows desktop app
Ausstattung 
max. 300
Supported platforms
(Windows/Mac OS X/Android/iOS)
Supported web browser (Chrome/Edge/Firefox)
Video conference/Audio conference/Chat
Maximum number of participants in video conference1
Meetings without time limitations
Mute microphone/Deactivate camera
Plan meetings/Calendar integration/Contact list
Adaptable backgrounds
Collaboration functions
Desktop sharing
File sharing/File transfers
Working collectively on files/annotations/
whiteboard
Remote access to shared applications
(Handing over mouse / keyboard control)
Miscellaneous
Record meeting/Local storage
Phone dial-in via domestic fixed-line number

Cisco Webex Meetings

TESTSIEGER
best
in test
connect.de 8/2020
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